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Abstract— The insufficient level of reproducibility of published experimental results has been identified as a core issue
in the field of robotics in recent years. Why is that? First of
all, robotics focuses on the abstract concept of computation
and the creation of technological artifacts, i.e., software that
implements these concepts. Hence, before actually reproducing
an experiment, the subject of investigation must be artificially
created, which is non-trivial given the inherent complexity [5].
Second, robotics experiments usually include expensive and
often customized hardware setups (robots), that are difficult
to operate for non-experts. Finally, there is no agreed upon
set of methods in order to setup, execute, or (re-)conduct an
experiment.
To this end, we introduce an interdisciplinary and geographically distributed collaboration project that aims at implementing good experimental methodology in interdisciplinary robotics
research with respect to: a) reproducibility of required technical
artifacts, b) explicit and comprehensible experiment design, c)
repeatable/reproducible experiment execution, and d) reproducible evaluation of obtained experiment data. The ultimate
goal of this collaboration is to reproduce the same experiment in
two different laboratories using the same systematic approach
which is presented in this work.

I. INTRODUCTION
Reproducibility has been identified as a core issue in
robotics [6]. Individual scientists have been working on this
often neglected topic for a long time. Already in 2007, Fabio
Bonsignorio, Angel P. del Pobil and John Hallam initiated
the Good Experimental Methodology (GEM) and Benchmarking Special Interest Group (SIG) within the EURON
Network of Excellence. Their GEM guidelines [1] were one
of the major contributions of this special interest group with
respect to reproducibility. Only recently, Bonsignorio et al.
published a special issue of the IEEE Robotics & Automation
Magazine dedicated to reproducibility in Robotics. In their
article [2], Bonsignorio et al. demand a new kind of paper
regarding reproducibility: A journal paper with text, figures,
and multimedia, according to GEM or similar guidelines,
data sets, complete code identifiers and/or downloadable
code, and lastly, hardware descriptions or identifiers. This
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demand is perfectly aligned with the goals (cf. abstract [ad]) of our work. In this paper, we will briefly describe
our collaboration scenario, the issues we are tackling, and
introduce our systematic approach to foster reproducibility
of robotics experiments.
II. THE SCENARIO AND INHERENT ISSUES
Our scenario is typical for modern interdisciplinary
Robotics research. Scientists from Indiana University, with
a scientific background in HRI and psychology, and researchers from Bielefeld University, with expertise in software engineering and robotics, are interested in cooperatively conducting HRI experiments using the same Robotic
platform. This cooperation faces the same issues that can
be observed in the broader community with respect to
reproducibility [7] [8]. Our ultimate goal is to conduct the
same experiment at Bielefeld and Indiana to cross-validate
results and to learn about the requirements to accomplish
full practical reproducibility. Another ambition is to conduct experiments independently, i.e., without sending project
members around the globe in order to oversee experiment
setup, execution, and evaluation.
In our project we are facing the following issues: i) How
can we technically reproduce the utilized system in both
laboratories using an identical soft- and hardware execution
environment and exactly the same parameters, e.g., sensor
frequencies, middleware settings, etc? ii) How can we ensure,
that the experiment protocol is consistently adhered to at
both sites? This includes the actual real world interaction of
the test subjects with the system, as well as the operation
(starting & runtime verification) of the soft- and hardware
stack by non-experts iii) How can we ensure that the independently collected data is consistently evaluated, e.g.,
with the same evaluation method? iv) Lastly, how can we
also enable other researchers to reproduce our experiment
without additional labor, such as collecting and “packaging”
all necessary artifacts retrospectively?
III. A SYSTEMATIC APPROACH TO FOSTER
REPRODUCIBILITY
In order to solve issues i, iii, & iv we base our experiment upon a software tool chain that has been designed
to foster reproducibility of software intensive experiments
in robotics. The tool chain is called Cognitive Interaction

Toolkit (CITK). In the following, we will briefly outline its
capabilities; more technical details are explained in [3]. Issue
ii will be covered by jsPsych [4], which has been developed
for behavioral sciences like psychology.
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Figure 1 depicts our systematic approach. The CITK
provides a template-based description framework in order
to define the technical aspects of a robotics system. There
are two types of descriptions. The first type is called
a recipe [9]. It describes required system artifacts: software
components, downloadable data sets, or system configuration
files. Templates for new types of artifacts can be added
on-the-fly. The second type is called a distribution [10]. A
distribution is a composition of N recipes and hence specifies
an entire system. Distributions, as well as recipes, always
reference versions, e.g., tags, branches, or commit hashes
of an artifact. A distribution reflects a versioned instance
of a system. Recipes and distributions are publicly available
in our GIT repository [10]. The CITK also provides a prepackaged (download and run it, no configuration required)
Continuous Integration Server [11] [12]. The CI Server is
capable of compiling, deploying, and running entire software systems. In order install and run a system, the CITK
implements a generator-based approach. A so-called jobconfigurator tool automatically creates all required build-jobs
(for every recipe!) on the CI Server. A CITK user only selects
the desired distribution file. It is also possible to connect
a physical robot to the machine that runs the CI Server
in order to control/actuate it. Lastly, the CITK provides
a framework to automatically start, stop, and introspect a
robotics software system [13]. Running a system merely
means triggering a special build-job on the CI Server. Data
that is acquired/logged during each system run is stored (and
timestamped) on the CI Server. By utilizing this part of our
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structured approach we can ensure technical reproducibility
of all required artifacts and also repeatable experiment execution (re-trigger the corresponding build-job) regarding the
software side of an experiment. A CITK showcase video can
be watched here: https://vimeo.com/205541757
With respect to the “human side”, i.e., the actual experiment design and orchestration plus the adherence of its protocol, we make use of a framework called jsPsych. jsPsych
is a JavaScript library for creating behavioral experiments
in a web browser. To use jsPsych, a researcher provides
a description of the experiment structure in the form of a
timeline. It handles which trial to run next and storing the
obtained data. jsPsych uses plugins to define what to do at
each point on the timeline. We extended the functionality of
jsPsych in order to a) trigger an experiment/system run on
the CI Server and b) execute experiment-specific behaviors
on the robot, e.g, based on the current state of the timeline
in jsPsych. In our experiment, the test subject will be
able to see the robot while jsPsych guides him or her
through the experiment. Thus, we can also resolve issue
ii by implementing a structured & repeatable experiment
timeline that is coupled and synchronized with our robot
ecosystem. Furthermore, since jsPsych has been written
for psychologists and our “Robotics-CI” extension/plugin is
transparent for end-users, experiments for robotics can be
designed by non-technical staff. No additional expertise is
required. After each experiment trial the next step in our
approach is the evaluation and analysis of the obtained data.
Since the robot-centric data is stored on the CI Sever, e.g.,
actuator configuration at any given time, and also the humancentric data (sent by jsPsych), the merging can be done
automatically. This is, again, achieved by creating recipes for
data analysis and the generation of a corresponding build-job
as explained earlier. Here, psychologists may provide scripts
written in R or Python that implement established statistical
methods. Thus, consistent, transparent and comprehensible
evaluation of results can be traced back for each trial.
Lastly, the CITK tool chain features an online catalog
(https://toolkit.cit-ec.uni-bielefeld.de/) for scientific experiments in robotics. This catalog implements a
human readable and browsable representation of recipes, distributions, experiments and collected data sets. The catalog
can be automatically updated by a running CITK CI Server
instance. Moreover, the catalog provides detailed instructions
about how to use the CITK in order to technically reproduce
any system that has been uploaded to the catalog. The catalog
also serves as a landing page for “reproducible papers” in
order to provide the additional information as demanded by
Bonsignorio et al. and other scientists working on reproducibility in computational sciences [14] [15] [16]. This part
of our approach will tackle issue iv: how can we also enable
other researchers to reproduce our experiment? By using the
CITK, in combination with jsPsych, all required information
is at hand in a versioned, traceable, well-structured and

“ready to deploy” representation — even during the development phase since build-jobs can be updated on-the-fly. In
the upcoming weeks we will determine the final research
hypothesis including a pilot experiment. The experiment will
be deployed and executed at IU and BU independently using
the CITK. We will report on the lessons learned and upload
our experiment to the catalog in order to also enable other
researchers to reproduce it. We are planning to integrate
data sets and methods that have been developed in the
benchmarking community, e.g, in [17] [18].
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